UPDATE | Dividend Future Options

The team members are considered as one of the pioneers
of the dividend derivatives market, having historically
traded OTC dividend derivatives in the late 90s.

Once this work is done for any component of an index,
we can calculate the level of the dividends for a specific
index and the curve of the coming years.

The development of listed dividend derivatives was a
great opportunity for them as they launched their own
arbitrage daily liquid UCITS fund and they could at last
make use of their expertise in a regulated fund.

We can illustrate our arbitrage approach with a recent
carry position on the CAC 40 2016 dividend futures. Our
analysis detected that this contract was discounted
compared to our forecasts. The chart below shows the
levels of this contract and the levels of our forecast:

In the Laffitte Index Arbitrage fund they replicate most
of the common Long/Short equity strategies by using
dividend derivatives. The range of maturities, nature
of dividend derivatives, underlyings (single stocks,
index, sectorial index) allow room for many arbitrage
opportunities described below:

DAVID LENFANT,
Managing Partner,
Laffitte CM

Figure 2: XFDZ6 market vs Laffitte Forecast
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Figure 1: Laffitte Index Arbitrage Fund
CARRY POSITION
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ARBITRAGE
(underlying vs underlying)

DIVIDEND PAYMENT
CALENDAR
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Take long (or short) position
on a single stock dividend
future (and/or the index the
stock is included in) on which
a dividend payment date may
move from a Futures expiry to
another one.
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Q

Take long (or short)
positions on undervalued
(or overvalued) dividend
derivatives.

Take simultaneously long
and short positions to play
convergence (or divergence) or
exclude a specific dividend risk.

Q

Positions are Beta hedged.

Q

Sector hedge may be used.

e.g.: stock vs stock, index vs
index, index vs stock, sector vs
sector, sector vs stock, sector
vs index...

ARBITRAGE
(maturity vs maturity)
Take simultaneously long and
short positions on different
maturities of the dividend
curve to play convergence
(or divergence).

INDEX RESHUFFLE
Take long (or short) positions,
when stocks leave and/or enter
the underlying index, depending
on the dividend Future price
change impact.

The investment process is based on forecasts of the
dividends of single stocks for the next 4-5 years with the
timetable of the payments.
We perform a fundamental analysis by stock and by
sector. We use various criteria such as EPS, Debt/
Ebitda, level of the CDS, available cash, etc. In addition
to this analysis, we collect the dividend policies of the
companies which use three types of approach: pay-out
ratio, yield or amount per share.
We finally challenge this guidance to confirm whether
or not the dividend is sustainable, considering the
fundamentals of the companies, the trend and the
environment of the company’s sector. As an example,
the level of debt in the telecom sector in the past years
has resulted in an impact on the dividends: almost all
the companies cut their dividend (Telefonica, Orange,
Deutsche Telekom, and so on).
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We opened the position in spring 2014 with a discount
close to 8%, and we closed it last summer once the
market was above our estimations.

ARNAUD YVINEC,
Fund Manager and
Managing Partner,
Laffitte CM

We were able to do this arbitrage thanks to Euronext’s
launch in late 2009 of CAC 40 dividend contracts, which
were not tradable on other platforms.
Euronext has proved to be a reliable partner for our
business. It has worked to offer better pricing in order
to provide us cheaper access to this kind of derivatives.
Moreover, Euronext recently launched a wide range
of single stock dividend futures which helps us to
implement various new arbitrages (stock vs index, stock
vs stocks, etc.).
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France

Investment team

8 including 4 senior
professionals (traders since
1990)

Focus

Absolute return UCITS fund

Range of expertise

Dividends, Equities, Derivatives,
Merger arbitrage
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